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This paper inve:stigates 3 topological property, ‘mtermediate b tween paracompactness 
and topological completeness, which arises from considerations in topological measure 
theory. A z-fil I:er on a completely regular Hausidorff space X is said to be separable if’, for 
each bounded continuous pseudometric alon X, there is a member of the filter lwhic!l is 
separable in the pseudome.tric space determined by d. Then X is said to be sep:u:ably para- 
compact if every separable r-filter with the countable intersection property is Axed. The 
important meztsure-theoretic consequence of separable paracompactness is indicated, and 
connections alre &awn between this concept and known characterizations of to:pological 
completeness,, readcompactness, the Lindelof property, and paracompactness. ‘PII@ paper 
concludes with an examination of P-spaces; the question of whether a topologically corn- 
pllete T-space ~must be separably paracompact is not resolved, but certain simplifications 
are obtained. 
AIMS Subj. Class.: Primary 28A30, 54(335,5~4D20; 
Secondary 54Dl5,54D6G, 54GlO. 
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. Intrsducticm 
Let 1111’ be a clompletely regular Hausdorff space, and let C*(X) \ 
space of bounded continuous real-valued functions 
functionals on C”(X) can be ciassified according, to 
tics (details are given. below), and an important goali 
theory is to determine conditions on X which iimply teat s 
of additivity is equivalent o an a pricwi slrro 
may ask for a description of spaces X lsuclh t 
are “additive on partitions of unity” are rlecess 
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decreasing pointwise to 0”. It is known that paracompactness i  sufficient 
but not necessary for this property to hold. Recently Richard Haydon 
[9] has asked if there is a purely topological c(Dndition on X, pr-+eriy 
weaker ,than paracompactness, which still imp’lies the desired pnqxrty. 
In this paper we offer such a condition. The defining property is related 
to standard characterizations of realcompactness and the Li.n&M’ prop- 
erty presented in the Gillman-. rerison text. [7], and the characterizations 
of paracompactness given by Carson [ 41. Consequently, the ‘treatment is
largely topological in nature. We give enough background in topological 
measTblre th ory to motivate the discussion, but measure-theoretic argu- 
ments in the text are dleliberately kept to a mini;num. 
The 139cir Ca~rrrCm n.* uC+ua9r "'"~I"V VA information about measures on topological spaces 
is the long sulrvey article by Varadarajan [ 25 1. His wurk has been extended, 
initially by Knowles [ II 0] and Moran [ 1 S- 171, and later (with strong 
emphasis on techniques of functional analysis) in [2, 6, 9, 18, 19, 271 
among others. 
The following terminology is basic: the Baire sets of X (denoted Ba(X)) 
are the least a-algebra of subsets of X containing the collection Z(X) of 
all zero-sets of members of C*(X). A Baire measure is a non-negative 
finite countably-additive set function on Ba(X). A positive linear func- 
tional Qp on C*(X) is o-additive if @(f,) -3 0 for each sequence (f,) in 
C”(X) which decreases monotonically pointwisle to 0. The collection of 
all o-additive functionals is denoted by M,(X). Corresponding to each ift 
in M, is a unique Baire measure p such that @(.,:‘) = l’fdp for ah 
fE C(X). 
We consider also two subsets of M,: 
(1) M&Y), the u-additive linear functionals [201. A functional! Q, is 
u-additive if for each locally finite partition of unity (fa)aEA on X it is 
tiG2 tfi,zt T _ -ffti W_,fu) = Q(l), where the sum is the limit of the net of 
finite sums. Many chafacterizaticns of M,(X) are known; it has been re- 
ferred to in the literature as MX [ ‘I 11, M”(X) [2], and MS(X) [S, 2171. If 
@ e I&(X), then Qp is u-ladditive if and only if the corresponding measure 
P is separable in the following sense: for each bounded continuous pseudo- 
there is a &closed &separable subset Zd ofX such 
re the prefix d- refers to the pseudometris. pace 
then cl&I denotes the closure of A in (X, d). 
et-additive) linear function&. A func- 
ery net (fa),EAl in 
(i.e., if oe > & I 
The fcjllowing proposition summarizes ome kno~wsn rest&s oft 
erz iff C: G*(X), then 7 is the extension to 
X under the finest compatible 
witt realcompactification of X 
extension of Shirota’s Theorem [ 7,~. 22’91. 
OSirtiOM Corollary 2.21. 
)lfpE ) = T(p) is the associated “poi, 
functional”’ on C*(X), then @P E MT (resp. MU, MO) if and only if 
p e X (resp. OXf vX) [ 2’7, p. 2991, 
(c) MU = MO if and only iJf the cardinal of every d-discrete subset ofX 
is not a real-valued measurable cardinal [ 20, Theorem1 3.11. 
(d) MU = Mr ifaifd only if: whenever JJ is a separable measure wi’th 
p(X) = 1, then FP = {ZE $2~ (X) : p(Z) = 11 is a fixed z-filter (cf. [ 117;. 
Theorem 2.1 I).. 
(e, Paracompact impties Mu 
(see i.1 belaw). 
= JfTr impLies topologicaQ~ complete 
We introduce a new topological property into the chain of 1.1 (e) as 
follows. 
Definition 1.2. A z-filter 3 on X is sep(arable if, fos ealch BCPM d on AI”, 
there is a d-separable member of 7. 
It is to be expected, in general, that no single member of 57 will be 
.d-separable for all possible choices of d. Since a filter of the typj: descrii,e 
in 1.1 (d) is separable and has the countablle: intersection paoperty (CIP), 
we are led to the following definition. 
Definition 1.3. A space X ils sepapab2y papacompact if every sepal*able 
z-filter with CIP is fixed. 
It is equivalent o requi:ye that every separable z-filter which is close 
under countable intersections be fixed. Ini many casts this calteAm i 
more convenient o apply,, 
2. 
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CpBf, Suppose 9 is a free separable z-filter with CIP on a paracompact 
space X. Let (&&A be a partition of unity (PQU) subordinate to the 
over {X-F: FET)ofX. Thend(x,y)=E,,A I&(x)-f,(y)1 isa 
on X’. Let Fe be a d-separable member of B, with (x,) a d-dense 
of Ffly and let B = (a! E A: fcl(.x$ > 0 for at least one rz}. If B is ar- 
ranged in a sequence, say (cQ), and we define g = Z& fork, then g I F, 3 1. 
On thle oth:r hand, for each k there is a member Fk of F such that 
fark IFk = O,, Thus g vanishes on ‘;=I Fk. Since fI EzO Fk I/= 0, we have a 
contradiction. Hence any paracompact space is separably paracompact. 
That separaible parscompactness implies M, = M, is immediate from 1.3 
and 1.1 (d), while the last conclusion follows at once from 1.1 (b). 
None of the implications in 2.1 can be reversed. The Sorgenfrey plane 
is topologically complete, but fails to satisfy M, = _M, ([ 1’7 3; the measure 
considered there is separable). Next, Michael’s product space [ 131 satis- 
fies Mu = M, (as follows from minor modifications of [ 15, p. 508]). Let 
us say that a space is weakly normal if disjoint closed sets, at least one 
of which is separable, are contained in disjoint open sets. Since Michael’s 
space is not weakly normal, it follows from 2.3 below that it is not separ- 
ably paracompact. In the same vein, we note that two standard weakenings 
of paracompactness fail to imply separable paracompactness. With certain 
cardinality assumptions, every metacompact normal space satisfies 
Mu = M7 [9]. However, let X be the metacomoact perfectly normal space 
described in [ 12, p. 2791 and let K be the closed discrete subset. As 
pointed out in [9], K is d-separable under arty BCPM (t!. on X. Hence 
{dY - A : A countable} is a base for a free separable z-f’ilter with ClP. Also, 
Copson’s example [ 31 of a non-paracompact space which is topologically 
complete and has the property that the family of all neighborhoods of 
the diagonal is a compatible uniformity is (in view of observation ib) in _ 
2.3) not separably paracompact. 
sample 2.2. A separably paracomgmct space which is not pamxmpact. 
et (T, d) be a metric space with a subspace Y such that (1) every separ- 
akble subset of Y is countable; and (2) Y is not an F,-subset of T. Such 
spaces exist; the author is indebted to Professor A.H. Stone for pointing 
o:tt an example which appears in f22]. Now, following [ 131, let X denote 
ogized to mak discrete. As Michael points out [ 13, footnote 
is not normal. owever, let ? be a s able z-filter on X X Y 
hich is closed under countable in tersrctions. 
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e((+ v,), (x*’ Y,D = d(Y,* Y,) 
defines a BCPM on X x Y. 
Let ZO be an e-separable member of Y. Then there is a countablle subset 
D of Y such that Z, c X X D. Since 9 is closed under countable inter- 
sections, there is some y. E D such that the trace of f3t on X X { 3ro) is a 
z-filter (with CIP). Since any BCPM on X >i {yo) can be extended to a 
BCPM on X X Y, the trace is a separable filter. Since X is paracornpact, 
the trace is fixed (by 2. I), and so y is fixed. Thus X X Y is separably 
paracompact. Note that the cardinal of X X Iii (using Stone’s choice for 
T and Y) is 2% 
Now we turn to some positive properties of separable paracompactness, 
Proposition 2.3. A separably paracompact spme is topolo@ca$!y complete 
and weukly normal, and every closed separabl!e subset is pa.yacom,n,nct 
(in fact, LindelOf ). 
Proof. If A and B are disjoint closed sets wit!1 14 separable, then there is 
a BCPM d m X such that cl,A R cl@ = Q,, Otherwise, the ::ollection of 
such intersections (as d runs over all BCPM’s on X) is a base for a frze 
separable z-filter with CIP. Since d-closed #sets are zero-sets, X is weakly 
normal. 
The last assertion is easily derived from the following observations: 
(a) A, closed subset of a separably paracompact space is separably 
paracornpact. 
(b) If a space has the property that every continuous metric image is 
separable, then separable paracompactness, paracompactness, and the 
Lindeliif property are equivalent for tha.t space (apply [ 7, 8H.5 ;l]~_ 
The property that every continuous metric image be separable is called 
“pseudo+ I-compact” by Isbell [9a, p. Y 351. It is mentioned again in 
Theorem 4.2 of this paper, 
2.4. If X and Y are separably paracompact and n : X X Y --)b X 
sends zero-sets to closed sets, then X X Y is separably parammpmt. 
Remark. The mapping condition is ss,tisfied if X is a P-space and Ii’ is 
Lindelaf [8, Th. 3.11 or if Y is complact. 
roof. Let 9 be a se arable z-filter on 
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&le intersections, Let 9ic = ~“9 [7,4,12]. Then 9! is a separrble z-filter 
on X which is closed under countable intersections. Let x0 E $Z. Then 
the trace of 9 on {JQ, 1 X Pr is a separable z-filter closed under countable 
intersections, hence fixed, The result follows. 
The product of a LindelGf space with itself need not be separably para- 
compact @he Sorgenfrey line). 
The notion of a paraproper map as been introduced by Shapiro [ 2 1 I
as a generalization of perfect maps;. 
roposition 2.5. If # : X -L Y is paraproper and Y is separably para- 
compact, then so is X. 
oof. Let 7 be a separable z-filter on X which is closed under countable 
intersections. Then ## !Fis a separable z-fster with CIP on Y. Since d, is 
a cle,sed map, the:: is a pointy0 in n @b(F) : FE 7 }* Now D = #-I( yo) 
is paracompact and p-embedded in X, so (Z 17 D : 2 E 9 3 is a separable 
z-filter with CIP on D. It follows that’ F is fixed. 
3. Separable z-ultraflters with\ C 
We now turn to modifications of the requirement “every separable 
z-filter with CIP is fixed”. If “separable” is deleted, we have a standan’ 
characterization of Lindciijf spaces. Some consequences of deleting 
“with CIP” are considered in Section 4. Mere we replace “‘z-filter” by 
“prime z-G1 ter” or “z-u.ltrafil ter”. 
heorem 3. I. The following conditions on X are equivalent: 
(1) X ir topologically complete. 
(2) Every separable prime z-filter with C’IP is fixed. 
f3) Every separable z-udtrafilter with UP is fixed. 
roof. (I) * (2): Let 9 be a separable prime z-filter with CIP, and let 
Ap (notiition as in 1173) be the unique z-ultrafilter which contains 9. If 
3t is free, then p E /3X - X, and so, by a result of Tamano [24], there is 
uch thatji(p) = 0 for all at. Construct d, FO c 9, 
e proof of 2-l. Since 
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But then if x, E tzo FN, we have&q,) equal to both 0 and I, a, contra- 
diction. Hence 9 is fixed. 
(2) * (3): Obvious. 
(3) =$ (1): Suppose p E 8X c uX. Thlen AP is a z-ultrafilter whilch is 
closed under countable intersections. Let d be a BCPM 011 X. Thlen d has 
a unique extension to a BCPM 8’ on 8X. For each n, (x E X : &a:, p) < 1 /i) 
is 8 member of AP, and therefore so is {x E X : d(.x, p) = 0). But t.iGs et 
is obviously d-separable. Thus AP is fixed, and so 0X = X. 
Let us say that a z-filter F is metricatzy fixed if, for each BCPM d on 
X, the d-clclsures of members of T have nJn-e’mpty intersection. AlsoY 
is weak Cauchy Fwith respect o the fine uniformity) i.f for each IKPM 
dl and E > 0, there is a zero-set of d-diameter less than E which meets 
every member of Y. These notions were essentially introduced by Corson 
[4]. The following assertions are either straightforward to verify or im- 
mediate from Carson’s work; we omit the pralofs. 
Proposition 3.2. A separable z-filter with Cl.. ,I$ metriclciiy fixed. A mctri- 
tally fixed z-filter is weak Clzuchy and has CIE . 
Proposition 3.3. The following conditions on .,Y are equivalent: 
(I ) X is paracumpact. 
(2) Every metrically fixed z-filter is fixed. 
(3) Epery weak Cauchy z-filter is fixed. 
Proposition 3.4. The result of 3.1 is valid if %parable” and ““with CT’ 
are replaced by “metrica@y fixed”. 
4. Seplamble z-filters 
The requirement that every separable z-filter on X be fixed is equiv- 
alent to compactness 01:X. In fact a stronger esult is true as 
Let 
sX = { p E [IX : AP is a separable z-ul trafilte:rj .
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_’ eorem 4.1. (a) BX C sX C /XX; 
(b) VX - 0X c [3X - sx; 
(c) 3X = X if and onZy if X is compact. 
Proof. The proof of 3.1 shows that the z-ultrafilters corresponding to 
points of 8X are exactly those which are separable and have CIP. Since 
the z-ultrafilters cfxresponding to points of UX are exactly those which 
have CIP, both (a) and (b) now follow (if there are no 2-valued measur- 
able cardinals, (b) is vacuous). Now assume SX = X Then X is topologi- 
tally complete (from (a)), and also pseudocompact. For if not, there is 
a continuous function f and sequence (x,) in X such that f (x,) > n for 
all n, For each BCPM d on X and positive integer n, let Zd ,, = ~1~ (xk : k> n}. t 
Then. 
r 
(2 4 ra : d a BCPM, n a positive integer) t 
is a base for a free separable z-filter on X which is refined by a (free) 
separable z-ultrafilter, a contradiction. It follows that X is compact. 
Now we consider the question: when is it true that SX = /3X (i.e., 
every z-ultrafilter is separable)? A space X is said to satisfy the discrete 
countable chain condition (DCCC) if every discrete family of open sets 
is countable [28]. Here “discrete” may be replaced by “locally finite” 
and “open” by “cozero”. 
Theorem 4.2. The following conditions on X are equivalent: (1 j sX = /3X; 
(2) X has the DCCC; (3) every continuous metric image of X is separable. 
‘roof, (1) = (2): isuppose (&j&J is an uncountable discrete family of 
rio~-~~mpty open sets in X For each QI choose x, E U. and,f, E C*(X), 
cKJf,< ::J&,:,= l,f,lX- U,EO.L& 
( clpx S : S a countable subset of D) . 
‘Tz?len (by a compactness argument) clax D - a* contains a point p. We 
claim that CqP is not separable. Indeed define 
is a d-closed d-separable subset of X, and 
is countable. J (rEA__F (y : d(x,, y) < 5} are disjoint 
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zero-sets, and p is in the closure &I &Xj of the latter. Thus 
Af’ is not separable. 
(2 j * (3): The DCCC is preserved und 
(3) * (1 j: This is obvious, since any B 
way to a continuous metric image of X 
n tinuous maps 
on X gives rise in a natural 
e remarks on P=s 
A space X is a P-space [7] if every zero-set is open; equivalently, 
Ba(X), Z(X) and the family of clopen subsets of X coincide. P-spaces 
have been discussed recently in [ 141. Also in [ 261 the author investigated 
the measure-theoretic properties of Pqaces, It was noted there that (by 
a somewhat indirect argument) a topolo@cally complete P-space always 
satisfies M, = M,, but need not be paracompact nor even normal (using 
a rather complicated example given in [ 11). In this section, we give a ---- - 
straightforward proof of the former, which indicates how measure-theoretic 
ideas can be applied in a topological setting, and a s0mewha.t simpler ex- 
ample of the latter. This example appe,ars to hold the key to the question 
(not resolved here) of w%ther every topologically complete P-space is 
separably paracompact. 
If X is a P-space, there is a natural correspondence (many-to-one) be- 
tween BCPM’s on X and clopen decompositions of X (into, &equivalence 
classes). Hence we use the symbol d fcjr both a BCPM and the: corre- 
sponding decomposition @‘JorEAd of X8 
Theorem 5.1. A topological2 c(ompIe te P-space X satisfies !!4, = M,. 
Proof. Let p and Yp be as des,cribed in 1,l (d). We assume th.at Yp is free, 
and argue to a contradiction. Wow it follows from this assumption that 
(*) if P is clopen in X and p(fl> 0,t hen thers is a finite clopen de 
composition (F,& of F such that 0 < @$ I< ipr(Pj for all i. 
For if not, let Ca be the collection of :a11 clopen decompositions of X 
which refine d, = {F, X - P}. Let d = (.FJaEAd be a member of Ca, and 
let B, = {ar E A, : Fa C I;‘}. If @ is the functional cur-responding top, 
then $0 ) = a(~,_,) + zcrEBd @(xF ) slince Q, is acllditive on partitions at 
of unity, and so 
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Ifp(Fg G -:-p(F) for earery cy E B& then (*) will be satisfied: simply take 
enough F,$ with positive measure set hat the sum of their measures ex- 
cee,ds +g(E?, and adjoin the UL An of the remaining &‘s. If this cannot 
ire dqne for any d E Q , then corresponding tc each such d is a unique 
member FI of d with Fd C F and J@‘~) > + p( F). Moreover if do < d 1 G 62 
(refinement ordering) then F6_ c Edp C F. Thus (Fd)dE’b is a Cauchy 
filter base on X (endowed with the fine uniformity) and so converges to 
a point p of X. But then p E n 9” (if p 4 2, where p(Z) = t , there is a d 
such th;l t p E 4Q c x - z, implying that g(X) 2 ~(2) + J@‘& > 1). This 
violates our assumption that YP is free. Hence (*) must hold. 
Now we apply (*) to construct a finite clopen decomposition d, of X 
with 0 a< p(F) G 5, for all FE d,. By iterating this we form a sequence 
(d,) of such decompositions with d, G dn+l for all n9 and 0 < p(F) < l/2” for 
all FE dn. The family of all non-empty sets of the form II Fz1 F,, where 
Fn E de for all n, is a ciopen decomposition d, of X (here we use the full 
strength of the P-space assumption), and c((F) = 0 for all FE d,. Since 
p is additive on clopen decompositions, p(X) = 0, a contradiction. Thus 
our original assumption cannot hold, and 5FP must be fixed. 
If X is an arbitrary space, the space pX is obtained by taking Ba(X) 
(or% (X)) as a base for a new topology on the same underlying set. Then 
pX is a P-space, and has the coarsest P-space topology finer than the orig- 
inal topology of X. 
The next theorem is related to [ 14, Theorem 4.81. The proofs of both 
5.2 and 5.3, as well as a number of other improvements in the paper, 
were suggested by the referee. 
eorenr 5.2. If X is topologically complete, so is pX. 
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where i = l,Y, e is the inclus;lon of pX in OpX, and f exists by the universal 
property of 0. 
Thusg = i-’ 0 
ies between f)X and upi,, it is a P-space [7,8 
us. Since pX e set of fixed points of e 0 g, 
it is both closed and dense in Bp hUS ologi~ally com- 
ple te. 
2 P-space, it is asiclal?y drsconnected f 7, 1 I-I]. Thus p% 
netted [7, tiM] and. so has a base (t&)aE_4 of clopen 
sets. This yields a commuting diagram 
where g is the embedding defined by 
0) (4 = 
( 
1 ifxE U,,, 
0 if&U,, 
and h = i-l 0 g 0 C. It is not difficult to show that h is an embedding of 
X in p(2A). Now 2A - g@(X)) = (2A - g(px)) U g(@X - t?(X)) is a uniorh 
of zero-sets of 2A (use realcompactness OP X and compactness of flX]. 
This implies that h(X) is closed in ~(2~). 
NOW ~(2~0) k discrete and ~(2~1) is (hereditarily) paracompact [ I]. 
However we have 
Example 5.4. ~(2~) is not normal if l,he cardinal uf A exceeds Ft 1. 
We first show that if D is a dixrete space of cardinal N 1, then X = p(D 
is not normal. The proof is a generalization of the classic argument of 
Stone [ 23, p. 980-98 11 for the space ND e Represent D as {p : 0 < q], 
and write a typical member of X as x = (&JhCQ, where eaich kk is a C~UR- 
table ordinal. B&sic neighborhoods of x in X are obtained* by restricting 
countably many co-ordinates: if F is a countable subset of A, and 
W = { y = (Q~)~~: & = qh, for all :A E F) , 
we write %?(?lQ = 6;: 
Let A” be the set of all x = (&JXEA in X such that 
ordinal distinct from k, then. & = 0 for at most one X 
are closed (even in 
they are contained 
a contradiction. 
the product topology of p] and disjoint,, We assum 
in disjoint open subsets CT and V of X and ar 
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Let OMd),~, WI be an enumeration of the countable limit ordinals 
(except hat nz( 1) = 1). Define a transfinite sequence (x,),(~ of Points 
oPX as foll_ows. Let x1 be the point (&&A of X with & = 1 fbr at1 A. 
Then x1 E A1 c U, and so x1 has a basic open neighborhood WI C U. 
The set % (W,) may be assumed to be a countably infinite collection of 
members of A, and can be indexed as (ha : p < m(2)), since m(2) = 00. 
Now assume that points%,, corresponding basic neighborhoods We, 
and distinct countable ordinals h, have been defined for Q < a0 and 
P < SUP&< m(cu + 1) = ~(cY,) in such a way that x, E We C U and 
%(w,)=~&X~ -t 1)). Define xob 5 &jhEA by &, = p if X = h, 
for some iI< m(q,) and th = 1 otherwise. Then x%% E A1 c U, and so xcuo 
has a basic neighborhood W% c U. We may assume that 3e (W,) = 
= (lip : /iI < m(no + I). This compIetes the induction. 
Define y = (7j ) A hEA byrlh=PifX=XEforsomelP< q andq,=2 
otherwise. Then .Y E A 2 C V, and so ~1 has a basic neighborhood V. c I? 
Since ‘R (Vo) is countable, there is an ordinal a0 s.zh that (X, : /3> m(luo)} 




if X = h, for some p < m(Ofo) 
x= 1 ifA=~~form(ufo~)~~<m(cwo+l) 
2 otherwise . 
Then z E Wao n ‘vo C U n T/, a contradiction. Hence p(DA) is not normal. 
Now d can be written as !V X G, where card A = card 6. It is straight- 
forward to show that ~(2~) and p( [ ~(291~) are komeomorphic. Since 
~(2~) is discrete, the latter space contains p(DG) as a closed subspace. 
Hence ~(2”) is not normal. 
In view of 2,3(a), 5.3 and 5.4, the question of whether a topologically 
complc + J .P space is separa’My paracompact reduces (modulo the exis- 
tence of measurable cardinals) to 
&uestion 1 m IS ~(2~) separably paracompact for every A? 
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